NetSupport DNA
We have partnered with NetSupport to enable us to bring you the most powerful monitoring solution
available today - NetSupport DNA - and we’re delighted to let you know that we have managed to secure
a brilliant introductory rate for all Exa Education customers. You can now purchase NetSupport DNA for
an annual cost of only £5.00 per licence, including support!

What does NetSupport DNA do?
Working alongside SurfProtectⓇ, NetSupport offers advanced monitoring features to help keep your pupils
safe in an increasingly complex online world. This award-winning tool provides the following benefits:
• Safeguarding Assistance. The Keyword & Phrase Monitoring feature provides you with an alert
should a student engage in any activity which may place them in danger. The details of triggered
words can then be reviewed in the form of a log, screenshot, or video. To see a visual overview of the
types of content a student is searching for, a word cloud can be generated in just a click!
• Ofsted Compliance. Enabling deep and extremely detailed reporting, with records accessible at the
click of a button, you can be assured that meeting Ofsted’s filtering and monitoring requirements has
never been simpler.
• Device Control. You have complete control over the way in which your school’s devices are used from disabling webcams on classroom computers, controlling access to content on memory sticks
right through to the enforcement of acceptable use policies.
• Network Visibility. Making it easier than ever to do everything from managing licence compliance to
monitoring print usage and deploying power management policies, you can ensure your IT services are
as cost-effective as possible.
• Appropriate Monitoring. Providing you with the control to make your monitoring as sensitive as
you’d like it to be, you are able to whitelist words which may generate false positive alerts.
Covering twelve languages, you can be assured that offensive words will be detected no matter how they are spelt!
• Student Welfare. Pupils are able to report issues discreetly to a nominated
member of staff using the ‘Report a Concern’ feature present on
all DNA-enabled PCs. You are also able to flag vulnerable
students to ensure that you don’t miss a thing for those
most at risk.
To learn more, get in touch on 0345 145 1234
or education@exa.net.uk

